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Product

Components of the system

glass enclosure

glass enclosure

with folding panes

with folding panes

COMPONENTS

LOCKS AND BOLTS

Opennig pane lock

Glass installed lock (Crank)

Fixed knob (double or simple)

Door handle (double or simple)

seeglass BIG is a glass enclosure with glazing and folding panes,
whose main feature is the lack of a lower profile. This particular
feature allows a new brand of systems specially designed to divide
public spaces such as restaurants, offices, shops…
Thanks to the specially designed highly resistant hinges, and the
advanced system of pane retainers, we can produce enclosures
as high as 3,5 meters, making Seeglass Big the enclosure for the
highest open spaces in seeglass brand.
Simple latches are used for anchoring sliding panes into the
ground so the installation can be performed without any
additional reforming.
CERTIFICATE AND TESTED

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Maximum height of the system
Maximum width of the pane
Glass thickness
Types of glass used
Pane retaining
Type of opening
Colors available

3500mm.
1100mm.
10mm.
Tempered and laminated.
Squeezed and glued. Guaranteed.
Sliding and folding.
Silver anodized.

